
 

 

Special Meeting of Flood & Erosion Control Board 

Tuesday July 9, 2019 

11:00 a.m. 

Sullivan Hall 2nd Floor Conference Room 

 

MINUTES  
 

 
 

 

 

Attendees: R. Dmochowski, D. Lamberty, P. Landino, J. Michelangelo (PT), L. Pulie, Bridget Lasala (DPW 

intern), members of public. 

 

Attending via teleconference for ACOE: B. Rupp, J. Kinelly, other ACOE team members, K. Michaels (CT 

DEEP). For FECB: B. Bunnell, P. Wiswell. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Meeting called to order at 11:05 with Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) team on the phone. 

 

ITEM 1 ON CALL:  Discussion of the ACOE Tentatively Selected Plan (TSP) via teleconference with ACOE 

team. 

 

 

The meeting objective of better understanding the background of the ACOE study that resulted in the 6/7/2019 

TSP was stated. We then went through the appended list of questions and briefly discussed them. During the 

discussion we got ACRONYM interpretations as they were encountered. We may add a ‘cheat sheet’ to the 

online posting of the document so all can know what the various acronyms stand for. 

 

AAEQ means Average Annual EQuivalent  

 

The difference between Alternatives 1A / 2A and 1B / 2B is simply that the “B’s” substitute a T wall for the 

less expensive I wall. This is the underlying reason that the better Cost Benefit Ratio (CBR) of Alt 1A was 

screened out as it would have probably needed to go to a T wall during the ACOE review process. 

 

The elevation of all measures was kept constant at 15 ft. North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD ’88) 

even though there are a few different FEMA Base Flood Elevations (BFE) involved. ACOE used the National 

Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) intermediate SLR projection - this reasonably 

mimics the CT requirement to add 2 ft. of SLR by 2050. The project looks 50 years out. 

 

Alternate 5 is to elevate all individual structures in the flood plain. They estimate 2,200 out of the total 3,127 

would need elevation. It does not include any infrastructure (roads, storm drains, pump stations) work. 

 



 

 

The environmental Compliance issues are manageable and their costs are included. 

 

The ACOE has no more $ to proceed with the next step of this Fairfield Plan. An estimated $600K would be 

needed from a non-federal sponsor (Fairfield) to bring it to the (ACOE) Chief’s Report status where a 

Congressional Budget Office (CBO) analysis would likely kick it out of contention with other Nation-Wide 

mitigation projects due to the relatively low CBR. We discussed Fairfield’s appetite to fund that next step and – 

based on the 6/19 BOS meeting’s conversation – decided it is pretty low. 

 

ACOE will compile a Letter Report containing all of their developed data and project work to date so we can 

have that as a jumping off point for smaller scale projects that we may develop in the future. That will likely be 

issued sometime in The Fall. They will perform no new work on this project. 

 

They will complete the New Haven Plan which has a lower cost and protects the critical NH rail yards; thus 

achieving a CBR (over 3) that could make the CBO hurdle. 

 

After the end of our teleconference at 12:05, a brief discussion ensued among FECB Members and it was 

agreed to further discuss “next steps” at our regular July meeting. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 12:20  

 

Respectfully submitted,                                                 

R. Dmochowski 7/17/19 

Approved at 7/17/19 FECB Meeting      

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix - Discussion Question Prompts: 

 

 

Don Lamberty Questions: 

These are some of my thoughts and questions concerning the ACOE report.  I am certain that I will come up with more 

before Tuesday.  

Questions for the ACOE. 

1)  What SLR scenarios did you consider? 

2) Which SLR scenario do you consider to be the most important for your decision? 

3) What SLR scenarios would make you change your recommendations? 

4) What does ‘AAEQ’ benefit mean? 

5) You show 7 alternatives and 5 pictures.  How do the alternatives and pictures relate?  

6) Why was alternate 3 chosen? 

7) Alternative 1A had a better BCR ratio.  Why was that not chosen?  

8) Who will look at this report / How will it affect their future funding decisions?  



 

 

9) Will you recommend future funding for projects in the unprotected flood plain? 

10) What are the implications for structures outside the hardening area?   

A) Will these structures be eligible for any financial help in the future?  

B) Will the dike at Pine Creek be abandoned?  

C) Will money be available for the repair and maintenance of the dike in the future? 

 

Becky Bunnell Questions: 
 

1. what are the base assumptions behind the recommendation and analysis - I know you look out 50 years and were 
looking at a 1% AEP flood level, but does that flood level also include sea level rise over the 50 years and if so, what sea 
level did you use for your projections? the Circa projections? how many major " events"  do you assume when you look 
out 50 years?  
 
2. is it a fairly simple exercise to run the numbers at a .02 AEP or the 500-year flood level?    
 
3. your preliminary recommendation is option 3, but without context it looks like option A1A had better first cost projections 
and a better BCR - what is the thinking behind the A3 option recommended?  
 
4. Can you provide us with a breakdown of the costs for option 3 as well as the Do-nothing option 5? It would be important 
to understand what is included and what is not - for example: 
 
 - What are the specific costs in the do-nothing scenario for each of the town properties - that would be important to 
understand as the town of Fairfield comes to a final understanding and consensus on next steps - can you send a backup 
spread sheet on this?  
 - What are the specific costs and assumptions in the Do-nothing scenario for the residential properties, for the 
commercial properties? anything you can send on this?  
 - in the Do-nothing scenario, I assume you have factored in a cost to raise all of the residences? can you provide a 
spread sheet of those costs or any back up? Did you also assume some level of decline in Residential property values 
that would impact our tax base and grand list?  
 - Was the South Benson pumping station and infrastructure included in any of the options?  
 
5. Is there any way to factor in a NIMBI ( not in my back yard ) factor for these options? for example, many residents might 
object to a large wall in front of their properties but the idea of extending the Jennings sand dunes along the full length of 
the beach might be more palatable - even though it costs more  
 
6. What is the total estimated $$ value of the damages to the town over the 50 years, town, residential and commercial 
properties if we did nothing? What assumptions are behind this? 2 - 3 sandy level and higher storms?  
 
7. From this preliminary report, I understand that the BCR ratios are likely to not make the cut at a national level if we 
were to move forward. What options do we have to value engineer these options or cut back in some way to make it more 
attractive? for example, if we did not do any closure structures ( I don’t know if those are a huge cost) but just re- planned 
our streets to be turn arounds  - would that save anything? 
 
8. Will the august final report be substantially different than this preliminary one?  
 
9. I understand that if we wanted to move to the next step after that, the town of Fairfield would have to come up with 
roughly $600k  - and that that next step would be a more rigorous costing and feasibility analysis of the option. Yes?  
 
10. What are the broader regional options that have been looked at - For example, has any work been done on an option 
to essentially create an inland tidal lake with the Long island sound, essentially walling off (presumably with Locks for 
transport) the sound across the full width? Sounds crazy but that would protect thousands of residences on the Ct shores 
and Long Island shores and might actually be a better value proposition.  
 



 

 

The issues the FECB are wrestling with are what the town should do , particularly if this approach does not go forward. Do 
we look to just fund the hardening or moving of the key town infrastructure/ schools/ museum/ Town and municipal 
buildings?  
 As part of that analysis, if this does go forward, how do we compare the costs to move/ Harden key town infrastructure 
and are those cost  fairly equal to our 35% costs to fund this  approach which would not only protect town infrastructure 
but also roughly 90% of the residential housing in the flood plain.  
 
 
7/9/2019 

 

 

 


